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MINUTES:           SPRING MEETING- CONFERENCE CALL            05/04/20

        
In Attendance:                                                                                       Guests: 
 

NYS Chairman Marty Sherman   NYS Exec Dir Robert Zayas  
Section 1 Chair Jamie Block Valhalla HS  NYS Asst Dir Todd Nelson  
Section 2 Chair John Vishneowski Ravena/Coe/Sel.School  NYS Asst Dir Joe Altieri  
    Director Commun Chris Watson  
Section 3 Chair Brad Hamer   Director Sales/Mkt Chris Joyce  
S3 Asst. Chair Bill Kays Mexico High School     
Section 4 Chair Rick Armstrong   NYSWOA Frank Marotta  
S4 Asst. Chair Rick Gumble Chenango Forks HS  NYSWOA Fred Brown  
Section 5 Chair Bill Hadsell Geneva High School     
S5 Asst. Chair Chris Bourne   Absent:   
Section 6 Chair Mike DeBarbieri   NYS Sp Prog Coor Kristen Jayden  
S6 Asst Chair Israel Martinez Niagara Falls HS     
Section 7 Chair Gary Edwards  Peru High School  NYSWOA Mike Stephens  
S7 Asst Chair Rob Witkiewicz   NYSWOA Scott Wessel  
Section 8 Chair John Mankowich Jericho HS  S2 Asst. Chair Matt Stein Shaker HS  
    S8 Asst Chair Peter Cardone Glen Cove HS 
    S8 Russ Cellan   
Section 9 Chair Jeff Cuilty Cape Cod  
S9 Asst Chair Eric Hartmann Port Jervis HS  
S9 Asst Chair Michael Kroemer Cornwall HS AD  
Section 10 Chair Randy Morrison Gouverneur High School  
Section 11 Chair Matt DeVincenzo Comsewogue     
    S11 Asst Chair Bob Panariello Bay Shore HS 
CHS Chair Dave Ironman Msgr Farrell     
CHS Asst Chair Eric Meisse Kellenberg Memorial  CHS Asst Chair Mike Messore St. Francis HS 
    CHSAA Asst  George Dlugolonski  
    PSAL Chair Ken Bigley  
    PSAL Ast Chair Lance Hermus PSAL Headquarters 
    PSAL Ast Chair Larry Cantor PSAL Headquarters 
    AIS Chairman Bob Annunziata Horace Mann  
    AIS Asst Jason Edwards Hackley 
    AIS Asst Jim Regan Martin Luther HS 

  
 
AGENDA: (Blue highlighted items= new information for 2020-21) 
                     (Red highlighted items= action needed between now and next meeting) 

I. Introductions 
    
 

II. Joe Altieri:  
a. -Start date for 2020-21 will be Monday, November 16, 2020 -one week later. 

 
  III.  Robert Zayas: 

a. NYSPHSAA staff is available to assist us. As of now NYSPHSAA is going uder the assumption that all sports will 
begin on time. Should Corona impact the fall and winter adjustments will be made at that time. 

 
   IV.  Todd Nelson- 
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a. Outline for implementation of In-Body trainings and procedures for 2020-21: Pat Tocci is working on a 
training video that should be available this month for how to use the scales that will be on the State website. 
It is hoped that in late August or early September face to face trainings will take place.   

 
     V.  Chris Watson / Chris Joyce - 

a. TPG partnership will be used for marketing events for next year.  A staff person will be in charge of generating 
sponsorships.  

b. Chris Watson was very pleased with our state tournament media coverage and communications. 
 

   VI.   Frank Marotta / Mike Stephens   - (NYS Officials) 
a. Final Ratings of Officials for 2020 NYS Tournament (attached) with cover letter. The final three columns show 

how the number of votes from each of the 7 evaluators as to how the official was ranked : as either:  High, 
For Consideration, or Screen. 

b. Chairmen should continue to send sectional rankings of officials to Frank each year prior to 
 the start of the selection process. (3 sections have submitted). 

c. Rick Gumble-S4-requests review of procedure for protesting a match at the NYS Tournament. 
d. Upstate Chapter of National Hall of Fame: 

Banquet will be Sunday, September 20 at Double Tree in Syracuse.   
This year’s inductees will be: Mitch Clark, James Cranfield, Eric D’Arcy, Mike Fusilli, Eric Romanino, Tom 
Shifflet, Timm Slade, Jim Hughes, Rob Centorani, and Marcia Albrecht. 

e. Nomination forms for future years can be emailed if needed. December 1 is the deadline in order to be 
considered for induction the following September. 
 

VII. TrackWrestling and Weight Certification data Reporting Updates: 
a. Chairmen will be sent the: NYSBEDS-20-21-DataBySection spreadsheet (in separate email) to update with 

new the BEDS numbers for 2020-21 as well as any additions of new wrestling schools or deletions of former 
wrestling schools from their section.  The spreadsheet should be returned to Jeff Cuilty-S9 in a timely manner.  
Any requests for school name changes on TrackWrestling should be noted on this BEDS request spreadsheet. 

b. Analysis of Forfeits and lowest weight classes wrestled:  
Jeff Cuilty-S9- Five Attachments were previously sent to the full committee: 
The data for forfeits on the first 3 attachments are from the 2018-19 season. 
Each of the 544 teams were analyzed using the Track Wrestling data for lowest weight class actually wrestled. 
The first step was to list the # of wrestlers by team who actually wrestled a match at each weight class. Next, 
the procedure used to determine if a team forfeited a weight class was consistently applied as follows: 
Ex: A team has 2 or more wrestlers who wrestled at 126 and no wrestlers at 132. 
As the team had the ability to weigh in 2 or more wrestlers at 126, they had the option of bumping one of 
them up to 132, so this team would NOT be considered as a team forfeiting 132. However, if they only had 
one wrestler who wrestled at 126 and no wrestlers at 132, then 132 was considered to be a weight class they 
forfeited. 
This procedure was applied for all teams in 2018-19 
(It is estimated that 2019-20 data would be very similar, but with less forfeits; as there were an additional 932 
wrestlers who competed in matches in 2019-20: 793-Male and 139-Female) 

 
WtDoc1-TrackWrestling-NYS-ForfeitAnalysis-2018-19-ByWtClass 
(shows the # of teams that forfeited or did not forfeit each weight class, one page for totals and one page for 
each division) 

 
WtDoc2-TrackWrestling-NYS-ForfeitAnalysis-2018-19-BySection 
(shows the # of teams in each Division, by Section, and # of teams and % of teams that either forfeited Zero 
weight classes, 2 or less weights, or 3 or more weights. Red and Green coding show Divisions where this % 
was > or < 50%) 
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WtDoc3-TrackWrestling-NYS-ForfeitAnalysis-2018-19 
(the actual spreadsheet used with each team listed. The BySection tab shows the teams in each section 
sorted by Division from the teams with the most forfeits to the least) 

 
WtDoc4-NYSWtCerts-WtClassAnalysis-2019-20 
(Our annual analysis from the season just ended showing # of wrestlers who actually wrestled at least one 
match at each weight). 

 
WtDoc5-AnalysisOfNewWtsFor2020-21-With2019-20Data 
(shows how the #s per weight might shift if just the 13 proposed NYS weights were used.  
 

VIII. Handbook Committee Report:  (Todd Nelson, Marty Sherman, Jeff Cuilty-9, Frank  
      Marotta,  Dave Ironman-CHSAA, Jamie Block-S1, Rick Armstrong-S4) 

A handbook sub-committee has had 3 separate conference calls on Tuesday 4/14, Friday 4/17, and Thursday 
4/23 to review the language in our handbook and make sure it is all covered in the NYSPHSAA Handbook. 
(As situations not currently addressed in the handbook arise throughout the season they are collected and 
written up for discussion on inclusion in next year’s handbook. Please forward any items for consideration to 
Marty Sherman or Jeff Cuilty as they come up. 
A draft of next year's handbook to date was emailed separately. 
Items in Blue will be addressed in NYSPHSAA Handbook 
(Marty will make the necessary proposals to have them included). 

 Items in red were additions from last year’s Handbook   
they will need to be approved by our committee. 
As time is a factor in today’s meeting, the red items have been listed under: New Business 
 

IX. Seeding/Forfeit Committee Report: Jeff Cuilty, Ed Ramirez, Bill Kays, John Vishneowski 
   Another sub-committee: Todd Nelson, Marty Sherman, Jeff Cuilty-S9, Izzy Martinez-S6, and John V-S2 

reviewed the language in the At-Large and seeding documents of Friday 4/24/20.   
-As time is a factor in today’s meeting, the new seeding document items in red has been emailed. It will not be 
discussed today as additional changes may be needed based on discussions and decisions from today’s 
meeting. Review of changes will be tabled to another call. 

X. 2021 Tournament formula for “At Large” Qualifiers (Jeff Cuilty) 
The sub-committee reviewed the language in the At-Large and seeding documents of Friday 4/24/20.  Items in 
the At-Large document were added in the hope of eliminating some of the legal issues we have had due to 
current wording.  
-If the committee continues the At-Large method of selecting the NYS qualifiers, the new wording will need 
committee approval. 
-As time is a factor in today’s meeting, the new seeding document items in red have been listed under: New 
Business. (If not discussed today, they can be tabled to an additional call) 
 

XI. State Dual Meet Championship: 
a. Next year’s State Dual Meet Championship will be held on Saturday, January 30, at the SRC center in Syracuse 

(one calendar week later than the past two years) 
b. The seeding and At-Large procedure for entry was used for the second year. A majority of the committee was 

not interested in making any changes to the seeding criteria when discussed last fall. 
 

XII. The 2020 NYS Tournament: Times-Union Center Old Business-(Marty Sherman)- 
a. Coaches Dress Code for finals: No jeans, sneakers, sweats, or hats. The majority of the coaches looked sharp 

and respected the Dress Code. Unfortunately, there were still some coaches who were not properly dressed 
for the finals. In D1-1 coach wore sneakers, 1 wore jeans, In D2-2 coaches wore t-shirts and sneakers. With 
this being the showcase event for the sport it is hoped that all coaches participating in the finals would be 
“on-board” and willing to abide by the dress code 
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b. Future Dates: 
2020-21 2/26-2/27 Times Union Center 
2021-22 2/25-2/26 TBA 
2022-23 2/24-2/25 TBA 
2023-24 2/23-2/24 TBA 
2024-25 2/28-3/1 TBA 

 
XIII. Modified Committee:  (No Report) 

a.  
XIV. Old Business: 

a. (Any Old Business was covered in other sections of these minutes) 
 

XV.  New Business: 
a. Eastern States will be held January 15-16, 2021 (Note: this is one week later than prior year and is ML King 

weekend next year). 
 

The At-Large-Auto-Qualifiers Sub-Committee  (Todd Nelson, Marty Sherman,  Jeff Cuilty-9, John Vishneowski-2, 
Bill Kays-S3, Rick Gumble-S4, Izzy Martinez-S6, Matt DeVincenzo-S11) held 5 conference calls on the following 
days: 3/20, 4/8, 4/15, 4/20, and 5/1, to discuss proposals for using an Automatic Qualifier method vs the At-Large 
system to  

     fill the Byes in the NYS Tournament brackets for the 2020-21 season.  
  The following recommendations need to be discussed and voted on by the full committee. 
 
b. Adopting 13 weight classes in NYS: 

                    From: 15 weight classes:       
99 106 113 120 126 132 138 145 152 160 170 182 195 220 285 

                    To the following 13 weight classes: 
 102 110 118 126 132 138 145 152 160 172 189  215 285 

Note- NFHS will still use the same 14 weight classes as last year (106-285) 
Note PA’s proposal is 13 weights: 

 106 113 120 126 132 138 145 152 160 172 189  215 285 
 

If approved, teams from out of state coming into NYS to wrestle, will be required to wrestle the NYS weight 
classes. NYS teams going out of state will wrestle the weight classes in the state they are wrestling in.  With 
respect to 50% rule, the NYS wrestlers must weigh in at the NYS weight class for the weigh-in to count. 
Example: A NYS wrestler weighs in at 102 and then wrestles at 106 (out of state) for the weigh in to count as 
102 in NY.  

 
Motion Brad Hamer-S3 to reduce to the 13 weight classes listed above as a 2-year pilot program.  
Discussion 
In favor of 13 weight classes: Sections 3,5,6,7,8,10,11 

                                       Against: Sections 1,4,9 
                                                           Abstain: Section 2 
  Proposal will go forward to the Executive Committee as a discussion item on May 27 
 

c. For implementing the Auto-Qualifier System: 
 1- The At-Large system should be replaced with an Auto-Qualifier system (where  
                      wrestlers “wrestle their way in” to the NYS Tournament for 2020-21. 
 
      2- An official proposal needs to be prepared to be submitted to the  
   Championship Advisory Committee in June. 
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   Executive Committee as a discussion item in July. 
   Executive Committee as a voting item in October. 
 
 3- The proposal will be 2-year Pilot program.  
     The tournament must be structured to be completed in 2-days (Friday and Saturday).  

(The Times Union Center is available for wrestling a Thursday night session, but to get the new system in 
place for 2020-21 it was felt that the current 2-day format should be used. The Times Union Center comes 
up for bid for 2021-22 and forward at our fall meeting this year. That might be the better time to discuss 
revenues and expenses involved in using a 3-Day format). 
 

4- Based on a time analysis by Jeff Cuilty-S9 the maximum number of entries per weight  
class to be able to stay within our current 2-day time frame on 8 mats would be: 
21 entries-D1 and 22-D2. (Draft of time frame previously emailed). 

From Todd Nelson: NYSPHSAA philosophy is to allow between 5-8% participation in state 
tournaments (not including representation from Federation). Any new proposal will need to fall 
within this range 
Current NYS tournament format is:  
       D1-14 NYSPHSAA wrestlers x 15 wts = 210 
   +  D2-15 NYSPHSAA wrestlers x 15 wts = 225 
                               Total state participants = 435 
    Divided by # NYSPHSAA Varsity wrestlers 
    From Spring 2019 participation survey:    8,229 
   = NYS Tournament participation %            5.3% 
 
New tournament proposal would be:  
       D1-19 NYSPHSAA wrestlers x 13 wts = 247 
   +  D2-20 NYSPHSAA wrestlers x 13 wts = 260 
                               Total state participants = 507 
    Divided by # NYSPHSAA Varsity wrestlers 
    From Spring 2019 participation survey:    8,229 
   = NYS Tournament participation %          6.16%  (still falls within the 5-8% range) 
 

5- The 3-2-1 approach should be used for both Divisions (where stronger sections earn 
 3 reps, middle sections earn 2 reps, and weaker sections earn 1 rep. Sub-committee felt this gave sections 
better representation than Bill Kays-S3 original proposal where the top 8 sections all earned 2 bids. 
 

6- In determining how many qualifiers each section should earn, Todd Nelson suggested  
that we should keep the same format for both D1 and D2 so that our rational can be easily explained to the 
state committees that will need to approve the procedure. Sub-Committee agreed with this 
recommendation. 

 
7- All Federation Sections: CHSAA, PSAL, and AIS will only be granted 1 entry per weight. 
 
8- If a wrestler from a section with more than one qualifier scratches, they will not be 

replaced. If a wrestler from a section with only one qualifier scratches, that section will determine who they 
will send as a replacement. 

 
9- Sub-Committee felt that Power Points should be used to determine strengths of  

Sections based on a 3-year average. Sub-Committee agreed that the previous 3 years option was the better 
choice as it gives more balance. If a section had one “out of the ordinary year” that could skew the results if 
just a 2-year average was used. (State places will earn points as follows: 1st=16, 2nd=12, 3rd=9, 4th=7, 5th=5, 
and 6th =3, 7th =2. 8th=1 
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In years when only 6 places were contested the points for 7th and 8th will not be awarded.  
 

 10-“True Seconds”: The finalized list of all wrestlers in the tournament will be needed by 
the Wednesday morning prior to the seeding meeting. Bill Kays-S3- To avoid possible legal action by 
allowing the choice of holding the True Second matches, all Sections earning multiple qualifiers should be 
required to hold a “True Second” match for any situation where the 3rd place wrestler did not lose to the 2nd 
place wrestler during their Sectional tournament. These matches would need to be contested between 
Saturday and Tuesday. (If weather is a problem, there is no make-up date after Tuesday). 
Motion to make the “True Second” match for any situation where the 3rd place wrestler did not lose to 
the 2nd place wrestler during their Sectional tournament. Mandatory for each section.  
In favor of the Mandatory True Second match: Sections 3,5,6,7,8,11 

                                                                                  Against: Sections  2,4,9,10, 
                                                                                                     Abstain: Section 1  

 
d. Calculating Power Points for determining strengths of Sections for the Auto-Qualifier system: 

                    With respect to calculating points for the 3-year average a vote is requested for either: 
Current system: calculates points based on the points earned by the highest placer. 
Jamie Block-S1 is concerned that this system gives an unfair advantage to Sections with multiple 
entries, as they have more chances of earning place points. 
Proposed System: Use only points earned by the Section Champ to calculate the points earned (as 
each Section has a champ and this should give more equal treatment to the points earned).  Example: 
If Section Champ is eliminated, and both the #2 and #3 entries from the same section both place at 
the weight, the section will not earn any power points as their champ did not place.  
Matt DeVincenzo-S11: To be consistent it is recommended that going forward, only the Section 
Champ’s points be used in scoring the Sectional Team scores at the NYS Tournament 
 
Motion-Jeff Cuilty-S9 to use the Proposed system listed above where the Section Champ only is the 
point scorer for both the Power Points and point scorer for NYS tournament scoring. 

         
Discussion 

        In favor of the Proposed system: Sections 2,3 4,5, 6,7,9,10 
                                       Against: Sections  8,11 
                                                           Abstain: Section 1 
 

Motion-Rick Armstrong that all points earned by the Sectional Champ at the NYS Tournament be 
used in calculating the Power Points. vs assigning point for State places only as follows: 
 1st=16, 2nd=12, 3rd=9, 4th=7, 5th=5, and 6th =3, 7th =2. 8th=1 

         In favor Sections: 4  
                        Against: Sections: 2,3, 5,6,7,8,9,10,11 

                                              Abstain: 1 
Motion does not pass so only points earned for State places will be used as follows:   1st=16, 2nd=12, 
3rd=9, 4th=7, 5th=5, and 6th =3, 7th =2. 8th=1 

 
 

Motion-Mike DeBarbari-S6-To replace the At-Large system with an Auto-Qualifier system providing 
there are 13 weight classes as a 2-year pilot program.    

                                           . 
Discussion    

         In favor Sections: 2,3,5,6,7,8,9,10,11  
                        Against: Sections: 4 

                                              Abstain:1  
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 e.  Options for selecting the number of Auto-Qualifiers per Section 

Motion-Izzy Martinez-S6-To use Option 1 (next page) as the method for determining the number of Auto 
Qualifiers as a 2-year pilot program   

                               Discussion    
 In favor Sections: 2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11 

                        Against: Sections: 7 
                                              Abstain: 1 
                 Goes to Championship Advisory Committee as June discussion item.  
 
Options for selecting the number of Auto-Qualifiers per Section: 
 Option 1: The top 2 sections earn 3 qualifiers, the next 5 sections earn 2 qualifiers, 
 the remaining sections earn 1 qualifier.-approved 
 Option 2: The top section only earns 3 qualifiers, the next 7 sections earn 2 qualifiers, 
 the remaining sections earn 1 qualifier.-defeated 

 
Points shown in this example were calculated based on Champs place. 

 
  Division 1 

 
S# 

2019-20 
# Schools 

 
Points  Option1 

# Qual  Option2 
# Qual 

8 42 321  3  3 
11 41 318  3  2 
5 21 288  2  2 
1 37 225  2  2 
6 19 138  2  2 
9 15 132  2  2 
2 18 131  2  2 
4 9 86  1  2 
3 18 76  1  1 

10 1 0  1  1 
C 20 N/A  1  1 
P 65 N/A  1  1 
       

Total 306   21  21 
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Division 2 
 

S# 
2019-20 

# Schools 
 

Points 
 Option1  

# Qual 
 Option2 

# Qual 

3 33 331  3  3 
4 26 268  3  2 
5 44 256  2  2 
2 34 232  2  2 
6 32 223  2  2 

11 10 207  2  2 
8 8 144  2  2 
1 12 90  1  2 
7 5 84  1  1 
9 13 72  1  1 

10 4 26  1  1 
P 10 N/A  1  1 

AIS 8 N/A  1  1 
Total 239   22  22 

     
e. Handbook items needing discussion or approval: 

 
1. Tabled from May NYSWC meeting: 

Modified Wrestlers: No waivers will be granted to Modified wrestlers after the 14-day certification 
period has passed. Modified wrestlers that need to be certified must do so within the 14-day certification 
period. Coaches and Athletic Directors must decide within this time period as waivers will not be granted 
to 7th and 8th graders. The exception will be if it can be proven that the wrestler was new to the school 
district and the coach did not know about him until they began practicing with the Modified team. (A 
Modified practice and a Varsity practice shall count the same in determining the total number of practices 
the wrestler. 
Each section Chairman have the right to determine if a waiver will be granted so this rule will not be 
included in the handbool  
 

2. Wrestling exhibition in a Dual Meet tournament (continued):   
If you have a "team of 1", that practices with another team. 
If the "team of 1" attends a dual meet tournament with the team they practice with. 
The member of the “team of 1” cannot wrestle in any of the duals as they are not a member of the team, 
but can wrestler exhibition matches vs other wrestlers from other teams.  The member of the “team of 1” 
should have their points counted the same way that a JV member of a team currently participating in the 
tournament would. If they get 2 or more exhibition bouts they can get either count the tournament as one 
of their 6 allotted tournaments and will be charged 2pts. or be charged one point for each match wrestled 
and not have it count it as a tournament.   
NOTE: Wrestling exhibition in an Individual tournament:   
Exhibition:  A wrestler who has been eliminated from an Individual tournament has most likely had at least 
two matches and has used 2 points for the tournament. They are still technically in the tournament (even 
though they have been eliminated from it and cannot enter another tournament until this tournament is 
concluded). They are permitted to wrestle exhibition matches with others who were eliminated from the 
tournament so long as they do not exceed 5 total matches for the day.. They will be not be charged any 
additional points for each additional exhibition match they compete in. 

 
Exhibition bouts wins and losses:  
Exhibition bouts will not count for NYSPHSAA won/loss records (but Sections have the option as to how 
they want to handle them for their Sectional seeding criteria). 

 
3. Multi-Meets: 
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No additional pounds shall be granted for multi-meets for back-to back contests, as they are not a team 
event. No additional pound is granted for the Multi-meet if a wrestler in the meet competed the day prior, 
and no additional pound is granted for a contest the day after a Multi-meet if a wrestler had competed in 
the Multi-meet the day prior. (Note an extra pound for multi-meets can only be granted when a 
competition is postponed for one calendar day for reasons beyond the control of the participating school(s) 
or if one teams practice (the day before a competition) is cancelled due to school policy. 
 
Note: A Multi Team meet can be held on the same day as another Varsity meet at the same site. Example: 
Required Varsity League meet only has 3 matches contested, so a Multi Team meet is scheduled to follow 
it. Points: Any wrestler who wrestled in the Varsity League Meet is charged 1 point. If any of those same 
wrestlers then compete in the Multi Team event, they are charged additional points (as per Multi Meet 
points listed above). 
 

f- Handbook items needing discussion or approval - continued 
 
4. INDIVIDUAL TOURNAMENTS 

If multiple entries are permitted in the following types of tournaments the tournament director must 
declare how the tournament will be scored: that either all individuals will be scored, the highest placer will 
be scored, each team will indicate who their scoring wrestle will be or that team scores will not be tallied.  

 
5. WEIGH IN ATTIRE 

DELETE: 
Competitors will be required at weigh ins to wear a suitable undergarment that completely covers the 
buttocks and the groin area.  Boxers, briefs, compression shorts or swimsuits are acceptable.  Singlets, cut 
off shorts, or basketball shorts will not be allowed.  In addition, for female competitors the suitable 
undergarment must also cover the breasts. One-piece swimsuits, singlets will not be acceptable for female 
contestants. 
FEMALES:  When a school has a female competitor, there is an obligation for the school with the female 
wrestler to communicate with their opponent prior to their arrival.  The NFHS procedures for female weigh 
ins shall be followed.  The rule states “the Referee, or other authorized person of the same gender shall 
supervise the weigh ins”.  With the increase in female participants, the NFHS Rules Committee has clarified 
the fact that a like-gender officials or authorized persons shall weigh in contestants which includes the 
weight check, hair rule conformity and communicable disease checks.                              
The following procedure is suggested:  It is the responsibility of a school having a female squad member to 
notify opponents that a situation will arise whereby special accommodations and an authorized female 
shall be needed to verify the weight of a female participant(s) in private.  If the host school cannot or does 
not wish to provide someone to monitor the weigh in, it is the responsibility of the female’s school to bring 
a person with team to handle that responsibility.  (National Federation). 

 
WEIGH IN ATTIRE: NFHS RULE 4-5-7 (May 2020): a legal uniform shall be worn during weigh-in and no 
additional weight allowance be granted for it. Shoes and ear guards are prohibithed from being worn 
during weigh-in 4-1-1c: female wrestlers are permitted to wear a form-fitted compression shirt 
that completely covers their breasts in addition to a one-piece singlet and a  suitable undergarment. With 
the institution of the legal uniform (one-piece singlet or two-piece), male and female wrestlers are now 
able to weigh-in together in the same lineup, allowing gender-specific language to be removed from 
previous rules. Additionally, the form-fitted compression shirt offers females a more suitable uniform for 
post-weigh-in skin checks, which are typically done by male officials  

 
6. ADDITIONAL POUNDS 

Merged Teams-Additional Pounds-  
If all of the merged schools are not allowed to practice the extra pound will be allowed. If any of the 
merged schools are allowed to practice, no extra pound will be granted. 
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f- Handbook items needing discussion or approval - continued 
 

7. EXTENDED INJURY TIME-CONCUSSION EVALUATION 
Extended injury time will be handled in one of the following three ways: 

 
1. Tournament designates medical personnel for the tournament (physician, physician’s assistant, 

certified athletic trainer, registered nurse, nurse practitioner, EMT).  The athlete may be granted 
extended time. 
Example: All teams in attendance at the tournament can use the designated trainer  

                             for extended time. 
     Example: Tournament does not designate a medical person, but some teams bring    
                     their own trainer(s). ONLY the teams who have a trainer can get  

                                 extended time only for wrestlers belonging to their school. 
 

2. No designated medical personnel but the school has brought their own school appointed medical 
personnel.  The athlete may be given extended time.   
Example: Home team designates their trainer as the medical personnel. 

                                  Away team did not bring a trainer. 
                       Trainer can be used for extended time for both Home and Away team 

     Example: Home team does not have a trainer to designate. 
                            Away team did bring a trainer. 
                Trainer can be used for extended time ONLY for the Away team. 
  

3. No designated medical personnel or school appointed personnel.  The athlete is not given extended 
time.  
 

8. NYS TOURNAMENT APPEALS PROCESS 

If a coach at the state tournament feels that after talking with the mat official that a rule was 
misapplied, before leaving the mat they should request that the rules interpretation official be 
summoned.  If the coach is still not satisfied with the explanation and the issue is not resolved a 3 
person committee consisting of:  the NYS Wrestling Chairman, the NYSWOA Rules Interpreter, and the 
NYSWOA President will be convened. If additional wrestling may be required, the wrestler should not 
leave the mat area.  If no additional wrestling is required, the coach should not leave the wrestling mat 
area.  

Frank Marotta will develop additional language to share with the committee. 

g- Seeding Document items needing discussion or approval: 
Tabled to a future call based on additional changes that may have come up in today’s call. 
 

h- Even though the new honor weigh-in rule states that wresters must weigh-in weaing singlets, the NYS wresting 
certification process will certify the same way they have in prior years, (with suitable undergarment). 
 

AJOURNMENT 
   -Today’s Meeting:     Start time: 10:00 a.m.   End Time:  2:15 p.m.   (4 hrs 15 minutes) 
 

Next meeting(s): 
Fall Face to Face meeting: TBA  
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SPRING MEETING                                                                               05/04/20
Summary of (Red) Action Items that need to be taken care of before September meeting: 
         
Chairmen need to 

-Sectional Chairman are to get input from their Athletic Councils during the month of May  
  to determine if the process of changing over to the InBody machine should continue.  

 
Chairmen should continue to send sectional rankings of officials to Frank each year prior to 

 the start of the selection process. 
 
 Chairmen will be sent the: NYSBEDS-20-21-DataBySection spreadsheet (in separate email) to update with new the 

BEDS numbers for 2020-21 as well as any additions of new wrestling schools or deletions of former wrestling 
schools from their section.  The spreadsheet should be returned to Jeff Cuilty-S9 in a timely manner. 

 
Jeff Cuilty needs to: 

Add todays newly approve items to the Handbook 
 
Create a draft of a new Auto-Qualifiers document to replace the At-Large doc once procedure is approved. 
 
Update the Seeding Mechanics document once the Auto Qualifiers procedure is approved. 

 
NYSPHSAA office needs to: 
 
Todd Nelson: 
 Set up face to face training sites for In-Body for August and September. 

 
Marty Sherman needs to: 

Handbook additions need to go the Executive Committee as a discussion item on May 27. 
  Submit:  2 yr pilot program proposal for 13 wt classes to the Executive Committee as a  

discussion item on May 27 
 

Goes to Championship Advisory Committee as June discussion item: 
Motion-Mike DeBarbari-S6-To replace the At-Large system with an Auto-Qualifier system providing there are 13 
weight classes as a 2-year pilot program.    
 
Motion-Izzy Martinez-S6-To use Option 1 (pg 8) as the method for determining the number of Auto Qualifiers as 
a 2-year pilot program.   
 
Motion-Jeff Cuilty-S9 to use the system where the Section Champ only is the point scorer for both the Power 
Points and point scorer for NYS tournament scoring where only points earned for State places will be used as 
follows:   1st=16, 2nd=12, 3rd=9, 4th=7, 5th=5, and     6th =3, 7th =2. 8th=1 
 
Motion to make the “True Second” match for any situation where the 3rd place wrestler did not lose to the 2nd 
place wrestler during their Sectional tournament. Mandatory for each section. 

 
Tabled until Fall meeting: 

Review of Seeding Meeting Document 
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